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SUPPLEMENTS: The compilation of the findings in the survey suggests that the use of detrimental items is indeed a contributing factor in the exacerbation of Dupuytren’s Contracture and related diseases. Those responding to the survey that ceased the use of Glucosamine and vitamin C after earlier warnings reported a slowing or actual halt in the curling progression. A mere handful mentioned no noticeable difference after discontinuing the products. Lotions that include Aloe, and/or Collagen were not defined in the comment area.

Chondroiten falls into the same category as the above-mentioned ingredients as was noted in the survey’s comment area. 

It must be noted that the above-mentioned items do not cause D/C, however once curling commences it exacerbates the condition. 

SURGERY: A majority of responders that submitted to traditional surgery indicated satisfaction with the procedure itself although problems ensued within months in many instances. In an effort to avoid repetition, additional information is to be found in the summary section. Please note that many that mentioned dissatisfaction or rapid recurrence also indicated use of one or more of the above-mentioned ingredients. 

COLLAGENASE: Unfortunately, only 2 individuals replied about this treatment and only 1 reported satisfaction. The other experienced recurrence within months. 

APONEVROTOMY (NA): This technique appears to be the current method of choice if the afflicted was aware of the procedure prior to opting for conventional surgery. The cost of traveling to Europe has dissuaded others from seeking this effective treatment.  The responders indicated that they suffered no ill effects due to the procedure and little or no therapy was required other than random splinting.

REVISION: At long last we have attracted one American hand surgeon (Dr. Charles Eaton of Florida) to perform Aponevrotomy (NA) in the USA. It will now be a very short time before the entire medical profession will be utilizing this barely invasive procedure as the method of choice to control this debilitating disease.

TRANSVERSE: Only 2 respondents reported having this method of release and both are completely satisfied. 1 relates that it has been 3-4 years since the procedure. The other had to coerce the Physician to utilize this treatment. This surgeon has not responded to further inquiries.
 
SUMMARY: 81 respondents reported having traditional surgery while 26 replied about Aponevrotomy. Utilizing a basis of recurrences of months through 2 years as unsatisfactory and 2 plus as satisfactory the totals are:
		
Surgery: Satisfied 12---Dissatisfied 52---Too Recent or omitted 17=Total 81
Needle:  Satisfied 11---Dissatisfied 15*=Total 26
Analysis-page II

*The APO responders indicated an almost 100% satisfaction rating since the disease caused no scarring and did not return with a vengeance in other extremities as reported with the surgical method. Most are willing to continue with APO as a means of avoiding surgery. Most APO responders had their procedures within a 2 year time frame; therefore the amount of dissatisfied should be taken into consideration.

REVISION: 1 YEAR AFTER SURVEY

29 procedural responses.

13 SURGERIES: 3 Good, 2 Fair, 5 Bad, 3 Awful 

Most reported post surgical trauma affecting extremities.

16 APO (NEEDLE): 14 GOOD, 2 FAIR (some regression)

No report of resultant trauma or damage. 


TRAUMA: Respondents that indicated no family history of the ailment attribute their disease to previous surgery or injuries to hands, arms, feet or legs. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~

THANKS to those that provided the vital information that made this survey possible. Your contribution will be utilized as another bit of evidence that may awaken a sleeping establishment that it is time for a change in their outmoded method of treating our disease.  

In the event that you require additional information, please make contact via e-mail and I will do my best to respond as soon as practicable. 
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